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ABSTRACT

Mesoscale barrier jets in the Denmark Strait are common in winter months and have the capability to

influence open ocean convection. This paper presents the first detailed observational study of a summertime

(21May 2015) barrier wind event in the Denmark Strait using dropsondes and observations from an airborne

Doppler wind lidar (DWL). The DWL profiles agree well with dropsonde observations and show a vertically

narrow (;250–400m) barrier jet of 23–28m s21 near the Greenland coast that broadens (;300–1000m) and

strengthens farther off coast. In addition, otherwise identical regional high-resolution Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF)Model simulations of the event are analyzed at four horizontal grid spacings (5, 10, 25,

and 50 km), two vertical resolutions (40 and 60 levels), and two planetary boundary layer (PBL) parame-

terizations [Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino, version 2.5 (MYNN2.5) andUniversity ofWashington (UW)]

to determine what model configurations best simulate the observed jet structure. Comparison of the WRF

simulations with wind observations from satellites, dropsondes, and the airborne DWL scans indicate that the

combination of both high horizontal resolution (5 km) and vertical resolution (60 levels) best captures

observed barrier jet structure and speeds as well as the observed cloud field, including some convective

clouds. Both WRF PBL schemes produced reasonable barrier jets with the UW scheme slightly out-

performing theMYNN2.5 scheme. However, further investigation at high horizontal and vertical resolution

is needed to determine the impact of the WRF PBL scheme on surface energy budget terms, particularly in

the high-latitude maritime environment around Greenland.

1. Introduction

The seas around Greenland’s southeastern coast are

among the windiest locations in the World Ocean, and

the Denmark Strait, in particular, is the fourth windiest

location on an annual basis at the ocean’s surface

(Sampe and Xie 2007). Interaction between synoptic

storms and southeast Greenland’s steep topography

(Fig. 1) drive mesoscale winds such as westerly and

northeasterly tip jets near Cape Farewell and barrier

winds parallel to the coastline from the Denmark Strait

to Cape Farewell (Doyle and Shapiro 1999; Moore 2003;

Moore and Renfrew 2005; Moore 2012).

Though possible during any season, the aforemen-

tioned types of wind events are most common in winter,

and in the Denmark Strait barrier winds exceeding

20ms21 occur once per week on average (Harden et al.

2011). The strong barrier winds in theDenmark Strait are

collocated with regions of particularly steep coastal to-

pography, and are forced by a combination of mountain
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waves and flow acceleration like that in of a corner jet

(Harden and Renfrew 2012; Moore 2012; Barstad and

Grønås 2005; Nigro et al. 2012). Because higher-

resolution models have more realistic terrain, previous

modeling studies of barrier wind events show that high-

resolution (10–50km) regional simulations tend to sim-

ulate significantly stronger winds than lower-resolution

reanalyses (DuVivier and Cassano 2013; Bromwich et al.

2016;Moore et al. 2016, 2015; Hughes andCassano 2015).

Yet even at 10–15-km grid spacing some features remain

unresolved.

During winter, barrier winds result in localized max-

ima of oceanic surface energy loss due to large turbulent

heat fluxes that dominate the surface energy budget

(DuVivier et al. 2016; Harden et al. 2011). This winter-

time energy loss can impact the ocean’s meridional

overturning circulation (Bacon et al. 2003; Pickart et al.

2003; Våge et al. 2011; de Jong et al. 2012; de Jong and de
Steur 2016). Radiative fluxes are expected to dominate

the surface energy budget during summer months, but

little research has been done to characterize summer

barrier flow in this region. Thus, comparing the summer

barrier event of this study and previously studied win-

ter barrier wind events may lead to a better understanding

of how strong near-surfacewinds are represented inmodels

across all seasons, what model characteristics are necessary

to simulate these types of flow, and an understanding of

the mechanisms that drive the winds.

Land-based automatic weather stations often record

wind regimes that are dominated by the local terrain and

not representative of winds that occur over the ocean

(Moore et al. 2015). One buoy has been deployed just

east of Cape Farewell for 6 months before it was blown

off its mooring, but it showed that there may be high

speed biases in satellite wind products (Moore et al.

2008). In November 2003 an airborne Doppler wind li-

dar (DWL) was used during the Atlantic THORPEX

regional campaign to observe a westerly tip jet to the

southeast of Greenland (Dörnbrack et al. 2004;

Weissmann et al. 2005). The Greenland FlowDistortion

Experiment (GFDex) field campaign, which took place

in February 2007 (Renfrew et al. 2008), directly ob-

served wintertime terrain-driven flow and characterized

the dynamics of these types of flow. The Norwegian

International Polar Year (IPY)-THORPEX campaign

in winter 2008 used DWL to study polar lows and fronts

northeast of Norway and included a few flights near

Greenland and Iceland to study orographic flows

(Kristjánsson et al. 2011).

In May 2015, NASA sponsored the second of two

airborne field campaigns, collectively called Polar

Winds, designed to fly the Doppler Aerosol Wind

(DAWN) lidar to take airborne wind measurements of

the arctic atmosphere, particularly over and off the coast

of Greenland (Greco et al. 2016). The May 2015 cam-

paign, which included 10 individual missions, was based

in Keflavik, Iceland, and flew DAWN on board the

NASA DC-8 aircraft along with the Yankee Environ-

mental Systems (YES) dropsonde system. The scientific

objectives of the Polar Winds campaigns included

FIG. 1. (a) Topography (m) in theWRFdomain for simulations inGreenland region. The aircraft track on 21May

2015 is in shown in gray. (b) The aircraft track in the Denmark Strait (gray); DAWN lidar profile locations (black

circles); DAWN lidar profiles along flight legs C, D, E, and F used in vertical cross sections (black circle with cross);

DAWN lidar profiles compared to dropsondes (filled black circle); and dropsonde locations (red circles with

labels D1–D6).
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making model–observation comparisons in all flights

and investigating coastal katabatic flows, tip jets, and

barrier winds. Because of clouds, high winds, and lo-

gistics, there was only one barrier winds mission flown.

The aircraft observations presented here, including both

DAWN and dropsondes, were taken on 21 May 2015

and provide the first summer observations of a barrier

jet in the Denmark Strait.

This paper will use the DAWN lidar, dropsonde, and

satellite observations of the barrier wind observed on

21 May 2015 from approximately 1900 to 2200 UTC.

Our focus is to use these observations to evaluate how

well high-resolution regional simulations with the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model can

reproduce the observed features with different hori-

zontal and vertical resolutions and with two different

boundary layer parameterizations. As such, we will not

focus on diagnosing the dynamics that create the ob-

served barrier wind event nor discuss other flights that

took place during the campaign. Our motivation in

evaluating WRF is in the context of the Regional Arctic

SystemModel (RASM) project, which seeks to simulate

mesoscale features of importance for coupled polar cli-

mate processes (DuVivier et al. 2016; Roberts et al.

2015; Cassano et al. 2017). Section 2 will describe the

data and models used in this study. We describe the

observations of the barrier wind in section 3. In section 4

we compare the models with satellite surface winds,

dropsondes, DAWN flight legs, and satellite observed

clouds, and we will focus on the importance of hori-

zontal and vertical resolution and planetary boundary

layer (PBL) scheme on the simulated barrier flow. We

discuss the results of this work and implications for fu-

ture work in section 5.

2. Data

a. Flight observations

DAWN has previously flown on the NASA DC-8

during the 2010 Genesis and Rapid Intensification Pro-

cesses (GRIP) field project (Kavaya et al. 2014) and on

the NASA C-12 for wind field characterizations off the

coast of Virginia. The lidar has a pulse wavelength of

2.05mm, a pulse energy of 100mJ, and a pulse rate of

5Hz (Kavaya et al. 2014; Greco et al. 2016). DAWN is a

coherent detection lidar with a downward-pointing

scanner that performs a 5 angle scan (2458, 222.58,
08, 122.58, and 1458) to compute each wind profile and

assumes horizontal homogeneity within 150-m layers.

The profiles of the horizontal wind and components are

determined by a least squares fit to three to five indi-

vidual DWL line-of-sight (LOS). Depending on the

scanning strategies used, vertical profiles of the wind

were computed every 5–7 km. Over the whole campaign

the precision of both the individual LOS measurements

and the computed horizontal wind components/profiles

wasmeasured to be,1m s21 based upon surface returns

from the ice. Most of the precision error was attributed

to small uncertainties in navigation and attitude data

provided by the instrument’s global positioning and in-

ertial navigation systems (GPS/INS).

The DAWNwind data presented in this paper are the

first summertime airborne DWL observations of a bar-

rier wind near Greenland and occurred on 21 May 2015

(henceforth all dates presented refer to 2015). Six

dropsondes (Fig. 1b, red circles) also provide observed

wind speed and direction, temperature, and humidity

profiles of the barrier wind in the Denmark Strait and

are labeled based on the order in which they were

dropped (D1-D6) at the following UTC (hhmm:ss)

times: 1946:25, 2010:31, 2030:04, 2044:11, 2059:09, and

2118:45. During the section of the flight focused on

barrier wind observations, 127 DAWN profiles (black

circles in Fig. 1b) were taken that provide wind speed

and direction data. In conditions of moderate to high

cloud cover, as was seen during parts of the 21 May

mission, continuous and complete full wind profiles

from aDWLmay not be available at all times because of

cloud attenuation of the DWL signal. However, it is also

possible for the DWL signal to pass through the clouds

(optical depths less than 1) to measure winds below the

cloud deck during other parts of the mission (as seen on

21 May). In addition to these incomplete data profiles,

data are not available during aircraft turns as is normal

with airborne DWL missions because of pointing and

GPS/INS issues. As seen in online supplemental Fig. S1,

84 profiles (flight legs C, D, E, and start of leg F; black

circles with crosses on Fig. 1b) provide data through the

vertical column from 150 to 2000m MSL while the

others (flight legs A and B and end of leg F; open black

circles in Fig. 1b) provide data from 2000 to 5000m

MSL. For the remainder of this paper we will focus on

the near-surface (150–2000m MSL) DAWN profiles.

To obtain the most accurate data possible, postflight

processing of the raw DAWN data was undertaken to

remove artificial ground speeds, remove the effects of

aircraft roll/pitch/yaw, remove frequency jitter, optimize

the observations in time and space, and to generate a

75-m vertical data product with a 50% overlapping of

150-m vertical signal integrations. Comparisons were

made between the DAWN wind profile produced every

5–7 km and the near-instantaneous (within 30 s) collo-

cated (within 2.5km) dropsonde. Overall, for the eight

dropsondes released during the 21 May missions (some

of which were taken before the barrier wind flight tran-

sects and are therefore not shown in Fig. 1b), statistical
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comparison between the DAWN wind speed mea-

surements and the more traditional dropsonde ob-

servations between the surface and 5 km show a bias

of 20.05m s21 and a root-mean-square difference

(RMSD) of 2.3m s21.

For calculating similar statistics—bias, RMSD, and

correlation coefficients—between DAWN and drop-

sonde profiles from 150 to 2000m MSL we have in-

terpolated each dataset to the same 10-m vertical grid.

Because DAWN data are not available below 2000m

MSL at locations D1 and D6, we will focus our com-

parison on locations D2, D3, D4, and D5 where the

closest DAWN profile with data below 1000m MSL

(Fig. 1b, filled black circles) was within 5.9, 2.3, 8.3, and

1.3 km, respectively. To create vertical cross sections,

the DAWN profiles have been linearly interpolated to

a regular vertical grid with 10-m spacing, and then lin-

early interpolated onto a regular horizontal grid with

;2.5-km spacing.

b. Satellite observations

Satellite-derived 10-m wind speed and direction

products over non-ice-covered ocean are available from

ASCATMetOp-A andMetOp-B. Gridded data at 12-km

grid spacing are available from the four daily satellite

passes and the times of the passes listed in this paper

correspond to the 658N latitude UTC observation time.

All plots of ASCAT winds were generated using sat-

ellite data from the Copernicus Marine Service Prod-

ucts (Copernicus Marine Service Products 2016). Hourly

satellite cloud imagery from the European Organisa-

tion for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

(EUMETSAT) MSG satellites and the National Oceanic

andAtmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting

weather satellites was provided by the Icelandic Met

Office during the DAWN Polar Winds missions. In

particular, we use the hourly cloud product from the

SEVERI 10.8-mm (infrared) channel (Icelandic Met

Office 2016).

c. WRF simulations

We use the Advanced Research WRFModel, version

3.7.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008), for simulations over the

colored domain shown in Fig. 1a; all simulations used

the same domain without nesting. To capture the en-

tire barrier wind event, all WRF simulations started at

0000 UTC 20 May and were spun up for 12 h in order to

correspond to 1200 UTC 20 May, when barrier winds

were first noted in the Denmark Strait (see section 3a).

The ;70-km European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis

(ERA-I) (Dee et al. 2011) performs well in the Arctic

(Lindsay et al. 2014; Bromwich et al. 2016), so it is used

to provide lateral and lower boundary conditions for all

WRF simulations. Previous work has shown WRF has

significant cold biases over sea ice that affect upward

turbulent heat fluxes if the WRF default sea ice thick-

ness is used (DuVivier and Cassano 2015), so for the

simulations presented here we changed the default sea

ice thickness in WRF from 3 to 0.5m. Thinner sea ice is

more appropriate along Greenland’s east coast (Bourke

and Garrett 1987) and also likely better for melt season

conditions as would be experienced in May. The fol-

lowing physical parameterizations were used in all WRF

simulations: Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs

(RRTMG) longwave and shortwave radiation (Iacono

et al. 2008), Kain–Fritsch cumulus (Kain 2004), Morri-

son microphysics (Morrison et al. 2009) with specified

droplet concentrations of 200 cm23 over land and 5023

over ocean and sea ice, revised MM5 surface layer

(Jiménez et al. 2012), and Noah land surface model (Niu

et al. 2011). Use and evaluation of cumulus parameter-

izations in the ‘‘gray zone’’ (5–10km) is not well docu-

mented for the Arctic, but because in the midlatitudes

convection is generally not resolved below 4km (Prein

et al. 2015; Yu and Lee 2010; Weisman et al. 1997) and

may still need some parameterization between 1 and

5km (Mahoney 2016), we have chosen to use it for all

simulations in this study in order to compare identical

model configurations. Because the PBL parameteriza-

tion choice may have a strong impact on near-surface

barrier wind conditions, we will present results using

both the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino, version 2.5

(MYNN2.5; Nakanishi and Niino 2006) and the Uni-

versity of Washington (UW; Bretherton and Park 2009)

schemes, which are also used by the Arctic System Re-

analysis (ASR; Bromwich et al. 2016) and Community

Earth System Model, version 1 (CESM; Eaton 2011),

respectively. These parameterizations, including the

modification to the microphysics, have been determined

through extensive sensitivity studies to optimize atmo-

spheric performance in the high latitudes for use in

RASM (Cassano et al. 2017; DuVivier et al. 2016;

Cassano et al. 2011).

We tested four horizontal grid spacings—5, 10, 25, and

50km—in otherwise identically configured WRF simu-

lations. The lowest resolutionwas chosen to be similar to

the newest generation reanalyses (ERA-I,;70km) and

regional coupled models such as RASM (50km). The

highest-resolution simulations are expected to capture

the complex Greenland terrain better than the highest-

resolution regional Arctic System Reanalysis (15 km),

which shows improvement in topographically forced

winds when compared to global reanalyses (Bromwich

et al. 2016; Moore et al. 2016). The differences in hori-

zontal grid spacing create the largest topographic
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differences along the coast because low grid spacing

results in more smoothed terrain—too low over land

and too high over the ocean—rather than the ridges

that are present in reality. Previous work has shown

WRF captures barrier jet features using 40 vertical

levels (DuVivier and Cassano 2013), but to un-

derstand the importance of vertical resolution on

simulating jet structure we compare simulations with

40 and 60 vertical levels that are otherwise identically

configured. Oltmanns et al. (2015) explored the impact

of horizontal and vertical resolution on simulated

downslope (katabatic) flow but they simultaneously

varied the grid spacing in both dimensions for their

simulations so it is not possible to separate the impact

of increasing vertical resolution from the impact of

increasing horizontal resolution. The 40 level simula-

tions have 10 levels in the lowest 1 km with the lowest

level at;12m over the ocean; the 60 level simulations

have 20 levels in the lowest 1 km with the lowest level

at ;10m over the ocean. To increase the vertical

resolution, we have targeted additional levels near the

surface so that we can better resolve the near-surface

jet and boundary layer processes that may be impor-

tant for driving these near-surface jets. All simulations

have a model top of 50 hPa. Table 1 lists all WRF

simulations discussed in this paper. Each simulation

produced instantaneous output every 20min, and for

comparison with observations the closest WRF output

time was chosen.

We use spectral nudging in the WRF simulations in

order to simulate the barrier wind as realistically as

possible for comparison to observations. Spectral

nudging is a method of nudging the regional model

simulation above specified length scales toward an ex-

ternal dataset, in our cases, the ERA-I, in order to re-

duce anomalous behavior from the regional simulation

(Glisan et al. 2013), and it has been found tomost affect

sea level pressure (SLP) biases (Berg et al. 2013). For

all our simulations, we confine nudging to the temper-

ature and wind fields at large horizontal scales

(.;1000 km) and in the top half of the domain (above

;500 hPa) in order to constrain only large-scale circu-

lation features while allowing surface features to re-

spond to local processes and develop independently

(Berg et al. 2016, 2013; Cassano et al. 2011, 2017; Glisan

et al. 2013). The nudging strength is linearly ramped up

from 0 at level 20 (30) to 0.0003 s21 at level 40 (60),

which is consistent with the spectral nudging used in

RASM (DuVivier et al. 2016; Roberts et al. 2015;

Cassano et al. 2017). When no nudging is applied, WRF

quickly drifts from the forcing data and develops large

biases in SLP and geopotential height at 500hPa (Z500),

though even with nudging differences exist between

WRF circulation compared to ERA-I (Fig. 2). As a result

of the circulation drift, without nudging WRF simulates

near-surface wind speeds that are too high and located

too close to the ice edge compared to the ASCAT ob-

servations at 1800 UTC 21 May (Fig. 2). When nudging

is applied, the simulated wind features more closely

match the ASCAT observations, circulation biases

decrease with height, and around the Z500 level the

biases are similar across all horizontal resolutions (not

shown). Because the focus of this study is to compare

WRF with observations of the particular barrier wind

event observed on 21 May 2015, we use nudging for all

following simulations comparisons.

To calculate spatial statistics, we interpolate theWRF

spatial fields to the ASCAT grid using Earth System

Modeling Framework (ESMF) regridding. To calculate

vertical statistics between WRF and the dropsonde or

DAWN profiles at a point, we use a weighted average of

the nearest four points to the latitude and longitude of

the observation and then linearly interpolate to a ver-

tical grid with regular 10-m spacing. We calculated the

WRF wind speed along the flight legs containing

DAWN data using a weighted average of the four

nearest points to each of the regularly spaced 2-km po-

sitions and then linearly interpolate to a regular 10-m

vertical grid. Statistics between WRF, dropsonde, and

DAWN profiles are calculated on the regular grid, and

in text we focus on the statistics comparing WRF with

the dropsondes.

3. Observations of a barrier wind event

a. Synoptic situation

Around 0000 UTC 19 May a cyclone developed off

Greenland’s southeast coast and stayed relatively sta-

tionary (not shown) until 0000 UTC 20 May when it

began to move northeastward (Fig. 3a). Strong winds in

the Denmark Strait first developed at 1200 UTC 20May

and they persisted as the cyclone moved parallel to the

Greenland coast (Figs. 3b–g). By 0000 UTC 22 May the

TABLE 1. WRF simulations discussed in this paper. Naming is

Wxx–yy-p, where xx is the horizontal resolution (km), yy is the

vertical resolution (No. of levels), and p is the first letter of the PBL

scheme used in the simulation.

40 vertical levels 60 vertical levels

MYNN 2.5 W05–40-M W05–60-M

W10–40-M

W25–40-M

W50–40-M

W05-nonudge

UW W05–40-U W05–60-U

W10–40-U
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FIG. 2. (a) ERA-I sea level pressure (hPa) at 1800UTC 21May 2015, (b) difference in sea level pressure between

W05–40-M and ERA-I (hPa), and (c) difference in sea level pressure between W05-nonudge and ERA-I (hPa).

(d) ERA-I 500-hPa geopotential height (m) at 1800 UTC 21 May 2015, (e) difference in 500-hPa geopotential

height between W05–40-M and ERA-I (m), and (f) difference in 500-hPa geopotential height between

W05-nonudge and ERA-I (m). (g),(j) ASCAT 10-m wind field; (h),(k) W05–40-M 10-m wind field; and (i),(l)

W05-nonudge 10-m wind field at 2020 and 2300 UTC 21 May, respectively.
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cyclone was located east of Iceland and the winds in

the Denmark Strait weakened. The aircraft observa-

tions were taken between 1900 and 2200 UTC 21 May.

Therefore, our analysis period is from 1200 UTC

20 May, when the barrier winds started, until 0000 UTC

22Maywhen they ended. The analysis will focus primarily

on periods that overlap with the aircraft observations and

on near-surface conditions.

b. Aircraft observations

As observed by the dropsondes, the jet structure near

the coast differs from the structure farther from the

coast. The dropsondes closest to the coast (locations

D1, D3, and D5) measure maximum wind speeds of

;21ms21 (Fig. 4a), while farther from the coast (loca-

tions D2, D4, and D6) the maximum speed is stronger at

;25ms21 (Fig. 4e). Near the coast the jet peaks at

;300m MSL (D3 and D5), while far from the coast the

jet is much broader and has relatively uniform speed

from 300 to 1100m MSL (D2 and D4). All dropsondes

show primarily northeasterly winds (Figs. 4b,e), though

atD3 andD5 thewinds aloft become northerly. Near the

coast, the dropsondes D1, D3, and D5 all have temper-

ature inversions at the same height as their respective jet

maxima (Fig. 4c), far from the coast the temperature

inversions do not correspond to a similar wind speed

maximum (Fig. 4f). For comparisons with WRF simu-

lations we will focus on dropsondes locations D2, D3,

D4, and D5 since they clearly capture the barrier flow

and show similar jet structure near and far from

the coast.

DAWN wind profiles at locations D2–5 (L2–5 in

Fig. 4) show a barrier wind jet very similar to that ob-

served by the dropsondes: narrow and peaked near the

coast and broader farther from the coast. As seen in

Table 2, DAWN has RMSD , 2ms21 at all four loca-

tions with a positive bias at D2 (1.14m s21) and small

negative biases at dropsondes D3 (20.03ms21), D4

(21.5m s21), and D5 (21.13ms21). At all four loca-

tions, the lidar observations have similar structure to the

dropsondes and are highly correlated in both wind speed

(Table 2: 0.92, 0.84, 0.95, and 0.92, respectively) and

direction (supplemental Table S1: 0.87, 0.98, 0.73, and

0.99, respectively).

Frequent near-surface vertical wind profiles mea-

sured by DAWN along flight legs C, D, E, and F

(Fig. 1b, circles with crosses; upward-pointing triangles

in Fig. 5) provide more numerous data profiles through

the barrier jet than the more infrequently spaced

dropsondes and provide a broad view of the jet struc-

ture. While the DAWN data are unfortunately not

available in the central core of the jet due to cloud

FIG. 3. ERA-I sea level pressure (hPa, black contours), wind speed (m s21, colored contours), and wind vectors for the barrier wind

event at (a) 0000 UTC 20May, (b) 1200 UTC 20May, (c) 1800 UTC 20 May, (d) 0000 UTC 21May, (e) 0600 UTC 21 May, (f) 1200 UTC

21 May, (g) 1800 UTC 21 May, and (h) 0000 UTC 22 May.
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cover, we are still able to glean important information

about the jet structure. Figure 5 indicates that the jet

occurs below 2 km MSL and is at least 150 km wide.

Additionally, the DAWN observations indicate small-

scale wind features (;10 km) within the main barrier

jet (e.g., Fig. 5b, ;400m MSL and ;35 km; Fig. 5d,

;1600mMSL and;55 km). These flight legs show that

the barrier jet has a narrow peak below 800m MSL

near the coast and that it broadens to around 2000m

MSL with distance away from the coast and the wind

speeds increase as well.

4. WRF simulations

In the following section, we compare the WRF sim-

ulations with available observations. When analyzing

the impact of particular factors (horizontal resolution,

vertical resolution, PBL scheme, etc.), we will compare

FIG. 4. Dropsonde profiles of (a),(d) wind speed (m s21); (b),(e) wind direction (8); and (c),(f) temperature (8C). (a)–(c) Dropsonde

locations D1 (black; 1946 UTC), D3 (blue; 2030 UTC), D5 (red; 2059 UTC) are shown that are located nearer the Greenland coast,

while (d)–(f) dropsonde locations D2 (purple; 2011 UTC), D4 (green; 2044 UTC), and D6 (orange; 2119 UTC) are shown that are

located farther from the Greenland coast as seen on the map in Fig. 1b. (a),(b),(d),(e) DAWN lidar wind speed and direction profiles

below 1500m MSL at locations nearest D2 (light purple), D3 (light blue), D4 (light green), and D5 (pink) are shown with the corre-

sponding dropsondes.
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only simulations configured identically except for the

given aspect. Therefore, to understand the impact of

horizontal grid spacing, we will compare only simula-

tions with 40 vertical levels and the MYNN2.5 PBL

scheme; to understand the impact of vertical resolution,

we will compare only 5-km horizontal grid spacing with

the same PBL scheme; and to understand the impor-

tance of the PBL scheme, we will compare 5-km hori-

zontal grid spacing with the same number of vertical

levels. The full list of WRF simulations we discuss is

provided in Table 1.

a. ASCAT surface wind comparison

The horizontal grid spacing of WRF has a strong im-

pact on the representation of barrier jets in the 10-mwind

field. At 1340 UTC 21 May, the jet is located close to the

coast and over sea ice (Fig. 6a). While ASCAT does not

capture the jet core due to the sea ice coverage, it does

capture the cyclone center and jet inflow. Adjacent to the

coast, and over the sea ice, there is a distinct jet extending

from the Greenland terrain in the high-resolution WRF

simulations (Figs. 6b,c), but in the lower-resolution sim-

ulations the wind speeds in this jet decrease (Figs. 6d,e).

Compared toASCAT, differences in the10-mwind speed

north of Iceland in the jet inflow region show that 5-km

WRF has biases around 25ms21 while the 50-km WRF

has negative biases in excess of 210ms21 and over a

larger footprint (Table 3; Figs. 6i–l). This negative bias is

the result of both the jet being too weak and the jet edge

being located too far north. At 2020 UTC 21 May the

barrier jet has moved southward due to the cyclone

continuing to track northeastward, and the jet maxima is

now visible over open water in the Denmark Strait

(Fig. 7a). At this later time of the model run, the simu-

lations with 5-km grid spacing do a relatively good job of

capturing the shape and speeds of the jet, though the

maximum speeds still exceed those observed by ASCAT,

but the feature appears to be misplaced and is closer to

the ice edge than observed (Figs. 7a,b,f–h). The WRF

simulations with larger grid spacing also place the barrier

jet too far north along the ice edge, but with larger grid

spacing the jet also has too weak of maximum wind

speeds and differently shaped from observations

(Figs. 7b–e). As a result of the misplaced barrier jet fea-

ture, WRF has a high wind speed bias along the ice edge

and a low speed bias farther south (Figs. 7i–o), though the

biases tend to be smallest for the simulations with 5-km

grid spacing because of the feature’s better spatial shape

and more similar wind speeds to observations. For

both ASCAT passes, on average, the bias and RMSD de-

crease by 0.19 and 0.14ms21, respectively, and the spatial

correlation increases by 0.05 with increasing horizontal

resolution (Table 3).
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Increasing the vertical resolution in the 5-km simu-

lations (W05–40-M vs W05–60-M or W05–40-U vs

W05–60-U) leads to slightly lower RMSD values

(0.11m s21) and higher correlations (0.02) on average

for both PBLs and both times (Table 3). Although the

spatial wind speed bias fields are relatively similar at

both 1340 and 2020 UTC 21 May, small improvements

can be seen with increased vertical resolution (Figs. 5i

vs 5m, 5n vs 5o, 6i vs 6m, and 6n vs 6o). Because of the

importance of high terrain for forcing the coastal jets in

the Denmark Strait, it is not surprising that higher

spatial and vertical grid spacing can better represent

the steep coastal terrain necessary to simulate strong,

realistic jets.

The 10-m wind fields simulated by theMYNN2.5 and

UW PBL schemes do not differ significantly in overall

structure and have similar maximumwind speeds in the

barrier jet. The UW simulations, however, have more

variable jet cores with localized pockets of low speed

winds that occur near the ice edge (Figs. 6 and 7). These

pockets of lower wind speeds are not seen in the

MYNN2.5 simulations or the ASCAT observations,

but the UW turbulent flux field structure mirrors the

wind speeds and has areas of low fluxes within the

generally high fluxes collocated with the barrier jet

(not shown).

b. WRF-dropsonde vertical profile comparison

Having high horizontal resolution is important for

capturing the vertical jet structure near the coast. At lo-

cation D3 and D5, all horizontal resolutions of WRF

have a positive wind speed bias compared to the drop-

sondes, but the lower horizontal resolutions result in a

smoother jet structure and generally larger wind speed

RMSD (Table 2; Figs. 8a,d). At location D5, only W05–

40-M (red) has a clear jet, but it is narrower and about

150m lower than the observed jet. All WRF resolutions

have northeasterly winds at locations D3 and D5

(Figs. 8b,e), and 5-km simulations have lower RMSD by

11.78, on average, for wind direction compared to 50km

(supplemental Table S1). However, none of the simula-

tions capture the shift to northerly wind direction around

1200m MSL, which is reflected by increasingly poor di-

rection correlation with decreasing resolution (supple-

mental Table S1). Away from the coast, at locations D2

and D4, none of the horizontal resolutions captures the

broadened jet (Figs. 9a,d), which is reflected by the sim-

ilar RMSD and correlation at both locations D2 and D4

FIG. 5. Vertical cross sections of total wind speed (m s21) from the DAWN lidar along flight legs (a) C (2010–

2023 UTC), (b) D (2026–2040 UTC), (c) E (2042–2056 UTC), and (d) F (2059–2114 UTC). The 0-km horizontal

distance for each flight leg corresponds to the location nearest the coast. Black triangles along the x axis

correspond to locations of DAWN profiles shown in Fig. 1b with black circles with crosses only. All cross

sections are plotted on a horizontal axis of 140 km and height of 2.3 km so that features can be directly

compared.
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for each resolution (Table 2). Away from the coast all

resolutions successfully capture the northeasterly wind

direction over the profile depth (Figs. 9b,e).

While increasing vertical resolution [W05–40-M (red)

vs W05–60-M (pink) and W05–40-U (dark blue) vs

W05–60-U (light blue) in Figs. 8 and 9 and Table 2] has

little impact on the wind direction either near or far from

the coast (Figs. 8b,e, and 9b,e), it does impact the jet wind

speed structure. Near the coast, increasing vertical

resolution results in weaker jets closer to observed wind

speeds, but the shape and height of the simulated jets is

relatively unchanged (Figs. 8a,d). As a result of the de-

creased speeds in the simulations with 60 vertical levels,

locations D3 and D5 have lower RMSD by 1.1ms21

when compared to their 40 level counterparts for both

PBL schemes (Table 2). At locationsD2 andD4, far from

the coast, increasing vertical resolutions also leads to a

more peaked jet with slower wind speeds (Figs. 9a,d).

FIG. 6. The 10-m wind speed (m s21) at 1340 UTC 21 May for (a) ASCAT satellite, (b) W05–40-M, (c) W10–40-M, (d) W25–40-M,

(e) W50–40-M, (f) W05–60-M, (g) W05–40-U, and (h) W05–60-U. Differences between wind speed between ASCAT and (i) W05–40-M,

(j) W10–40-M, (k)W25–40-M, (l) W50–40-M, (m)W05–60-M, (n)W05–40-U, and (o)W05–60-U. Black lines on theWRF plots show the

extent of the ASCAT observations and land points in WRF that have been masked.
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However, because the observed jet is broader far from

the coast, theRMSD for both locations and PBL schemes

increases by 1.6ms21 and correlation decreases by 0.1 for

60 levels compared to 40 levels (Table 2).

Near the coast, the wind jets from the UW PBL sim-

ulations have a larger positive speed bias and RMSD

compared to MYNN2.5 [W05–40-M (red) vs W05–40-U

(dark blue) and W05–60-M (pink) vs W05–60-U (light

blue) in Figs. 8 and 9 and Table 2]. While the jet shapes

are similar at locations D3, at D5 the UW produces a

smoother wind profile without the jet peak around 150m

MSL found in the MYNN2.5 simulations. Far from the

coast, the difference between the MYNN2.5 and UW

PBL schemes is less apparent. The jet structure is similar

for each PBL scheme, especially the two simulations

with 60 vertical levels (Figs. 9a,d). However, on average

at locations D2 and D4 the RMSD is 0.31m s21 lower

while the correlation is higher by 0.06 for UW than

MYNN2.5 with 60 vertical levels (Table 2).

Both near and away from the coast,WRF captures the

near-surface temperature structure with relatively small

biases and high correlations (supplemental Table S2).

Inversions around 300m are present in all observed

profiles (Figs. 8c,f and 9c,f), but to capture these in-

versions aloft WRF requires both high horizontal and

vertical resolution. At location D3, W05–40-M (red)

has a slight indication of an inversion aloft while all

other horizontal resolutions miss the inversion, but

W05–60-M (pink) results in a defined, though too strong,

inversion at about the right height (Fig. 8c). At D5,

W05–40-M (red) is again the only horizontal resolution

to capture the inversion aloft, though it is stronger and

lower than the observed inversion. At D5 W05–60-M

(pink) also has a strong inversion aloft, but nearer the

surface than for W05–40-M (Fig. 8f). Additionally, near

the coast neither W05–40-U nor W05–60-U (dark blue

and light blue, respectively) capture the inversion as well

as the corresponding MYNN2.5 schemes (red and pink,

respectively). Far from the coast, at locations D2 and

D4, all horizontal resolutions have weak inversions

aloft, but in these cases increasing vertical resolution

(W05–60-M, pink) results in a slightly more defined in-

version that is still too weak and too high compared to

observations (Figs. 9c,f). However, at both D2 and D4,

the UW simulations [W05–40-U (dark blue) and W05–

60-U (light blue)] better capture the inversion compared

to the correspondingMYNN2.5 simulations [W05–40-M

(red) andW05–60-M (pink)]. Thus, both high horizontal

and vertical resolution is necessary to simulate the ob-

served inversions, which in turn may have an important

influence on wind jet height and strength. Still, in-

creasing vertical resolution may not result in accurate

height of the temperature inversion.

c. WRF-DAWN vertical profile comparison

For comparisons between DAWN wind profiles with

WRF simulations we will focus on flight legs D and F

because they have the largest number ofDAWNprofiles

with data throughout the column (Fig. 5). (Corre-

sponding cross-sectional comparisons between DAWN

and WRF for flight legs C and E are shown in supple-

mental Fig. S2.) We will discuss only the 5-km WRF

simulations because they have high enough horizontal

resolution to capture the features observed while the

lower-resolution simulations will undersample the flight

leg. Over flight legs D and F, the DAWN observed jet is

relatively thin and bounded below 800m MSL, but with

distance from the coast the jet broadens and maximum

wind speeds increase (Figs. 10a and 10f). In general, the

WRF simulated barrier jets are smoother than theDWL

profiles because WRF has an effective resolution of 7Dx
(Skamarock 2004), so the 5-km simulations could only

capture features 35 km or greater in size while some

features observed by the lidar are ;5–10km in size.

In all cases, increased vertical resolution improves the

simulation of the barrier jet. Along both legs D and F,

simulations with 40 vertical levels W05–40-M (Figs. 10b

and 10g) and W05–40-U (Figs. 10d and 10f) result in

jet cores that are too broad, too strong, and smoother

than observations. For leg D, the 60 level simulations

TABLE 3.Wind speed statistics comparingWRF toASCAT passes. Statistics are calculated for the ASCAT passes at 1340 UTC 21May

(shown in Fig. 5) and 2020 UTC 21May (shown in Fig. 6). All statistics are calculated over open ocean points in the region from 648–718N
to 158–358W (area shown in Fig. 5).

1340 UTC 2020 UTC

Bias (m s21) RMSD(m s21) COR Bias (m s21) RMSD (m s21) COR

W05–40-M 20.24 1.62 0.80 20.28 1.81 0.81

W10–40-M 20.27 1.64 0.79 20.38 1.88 0.80

W25–40-M 20.33 1.73 0.77 20.47 1.95 0.78

W50–40-M 20.34 1.76 0.75 20.55 1.98 0.77

W05–60-M 20.18 1.57 0.80 20.22 1.73 0.82

W05–40-U 0.07 1.68 0.79 20.08 2.0 0.76

W05–60-U 0.18 1.55 0.82 20.03 1.84 0.81
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W05–60-M (Fig. 10c) and W05–60-U (Fig. 10e) better

capture the shape and speeds of the jet peak near the

coast, though the wind speeds above 1200mMSL farther

from the coast (;70km) are too low in these simulations.

Along leg F, the 60 level simulations W05–60-M

(Fig. 10h) and W05–60-U (Fig. 10j) have narrower

jets with weaker winds compared to the 40 vertical level

simulations. However, neither vertical resolution cor-

rectly captures the broadening of the jet by 70 km from

the coast, as seen in the observations. Additionally,

even the higher vertical resolution is insufficient to cap-

ture the sharp wind speed gradients observed.

For both flight legsD and F, theUWPBL schemewith

60 vertical levels performs slightly better than the cor-

responding MYNN2.5 scheme, particularly near the

coast. For leg D, W05–60-U (Fig. 10e) better captures

the downward movement of the jet near the coast (;10–

40 km) as well as lower wind speeds aloft at this location

FIG. 7. The 10-m wind speed (m s21) at 2020 UTC 21 May for (a) ASCAT satellite, (b) W05–40-M, (c) W10–40-M, (d) W25–40-M,

(e) W50–40-M, (f) W05–60-M, (g) W05–40-U, and (h) W05–60-U. Differences between wind speed between ASCAT and (i) W05–40-M,

(j) W10–40-M, (k)W25–40-M, (l) W50–40-M, (m)W05–60-M, (n)W05–40-U, and (o)W05–60-U. Black lines on theWRF plots show the

extent of the ASCAT observations and land points in WRF that have been masked.
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as compared to W05–60-M (Fig. 10c). For leg F, W05–

60-U (Fig. 10j) scheme better captures the narrow jet

peak around 300m MSL as compared to W05–60-M

(Fig. 10h). However, while the high speed bias is im-

proved, UW still has too fast wind speeds and does not

capture the jet broadening with distance from the coast

or the sharp wind speed gradients.

d. Cloud comparison

In contrast to winter months when turbulent fluxes

drive surface buoyancy loss (DuVivier et al. 2016), in

May the surface energy budget is dominated by radia-

tive fluxes. Resulting from the long daylight hours at this

high latitude, the incoming shortwave radiation is par-

ticularly important this time of year. The amount and

location of incoming shortwave radiation has implica-

tions for physical processes influencing melting sea ice,

upper-ocean heating, thermocline structure, ocean sta-

bility, and biological processes, thus differences in sim-

ulated cloudiness in WRF could have far ranging

implications. At 1800 UTC 21 May, satellite observa-

tions show denser cloud cover over the Iceland coast as

FIG. 8. Near-coast dropsonde, lidar, andWRF (a),(d) wind speed (m s21); (b),(e) wind direction (8); and (c),(f) temperature (8C) in the

lowest 1500m. Profiles at location D3 (2030 UTC) are shown in (a)–(c) while profiles at location D5 (2059 UTC) are shown in (d)–(f).

WRF profiles are a weighted average of the nearest four surrounding points.
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compared to the Greenland coast on the western side of

the Denmark Strait (Fig. 11a). These images agree well

with conditions observed during the flight of a thick, low

cloudbank in the Denmark Strait that prevented com-

plete DAWN profile measurements in some instances.

There are relatively clear conditions in the south of the

Denmark Strait as well as immediately south and east of

Iceland.

To evaluate the simulated clouds, we will compare the

upward shortwave radiation at the top of the atmo-

sphere in WRF with the satellite image discussed in the

previous paragraph. At 1800 UTC 21 May, all WRF

simulations (Figs. 11b–h) have too much cloud cover in

theDenmark Strait andmost have toomuch cloud south

of Iceland as well. All simulations also have a narrow

band of clear sky north of Iceland that is not shown in

the observations. From1800 to 2300 UTC 21 May, WRF

did simulate gradual clearing of theGreenland coast and

increased cloudiness toward the Iceland coast (not

shown) that is consistent with satellite- and aircraft-

based observations. Though the gross features of the

cloud field (cloud band location, locations with thicker

FIG. 9. Far-coast dropsonde and WRF (a),(d) wind speed (m s21); (b),(e) wind direction (8); and (c),(f) temperature (8C) in the lowest

1500m. Profiles at location D2 (2011 UTC) are shown in (a)–(c) while profiles at location D4 (2044 UTC) are shown in (d)–(f). WRF

profiles are a weighted average of the nearest four surrounding points.
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vs thinner cloud) is similar for 5–50-km grid spacing

(Figs. 11b–e), decreasing grid spacing leads to the sim-

ulated cloud features becomemore detailed and realistic

(Fig. 11b) while the larger grid spacing leads to more

uniform, smoother clouds (Fig. 11e). The result of these

differences is that simulations with larger grid spacing

lead to more energy gain north and southwest of Iceland

(supplemental Fig. S3).

The simulations with 5-km grid spacing and both

MYNN2.5 and UW PBL schemes indicate the presence

of small, individual cloud features south of Iceland

(Figs. 11b,f–h) that correspond to similar cloud struc-

tures in the satellite observations (Fig. 11a). These

clouds may be the result of localized convection that is

resolved by the higher-resolution model. Additionally,

for the same vertical resolution the UW PBL tends to

have clearer skies immediately west of Iceland (Figs. 11b

vs 11g and 11f vs 11h) where the satellite shows clear

skies. However, for each PBL scheme the 5-km simu-

lations with 40 vertical levels (Figs. 11b,g) still have too

much cloud cover south of Iceland, and increasing ver-

tical resolution leads to clearer conditions south of Ice-

land (Figs. 11f,h). As a result, the 60 level simulations for

both PBL schemes have more surface energy gain

southwest of Iceland (Figs. 11i vs 11j and 11k vs 11l)

where the satellite shows relatively clear conditions.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Taken within the scope of a larger NASA-sponsored

Polar Winds field campaign, this paper presents the first

airborne DWL observations of a summertime barrier

FIG. 10. Vertical cross sections of total wind speed (m s21) from the DAWN lidar along (a) flight leg D (2026–2040 UTC) and (f) flight

leg F (2059–2114 UTC). Locations of the DAWN profiles are shown as black triangles along the x axis. Corresponding WRF total winds

from (b),(g)W05–40-M; (c),(h)W05–60-M; (d),(i) W05–40-U; and (e),(j) W05–60-U. The 0-km point in each flight leg corresponds to the

location nearest the coast.
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wind that occurred as a synoptic cyclone transited

northeastward along the southeastern Greenland coast

and eventually east of Iceland.

On 21 May 2015, DAWN profiles reveal that the

barrier jet is relatively slender near the coast but

broadens and speeds up with distance from the coast

(Fig. 5), and the DWL profiles in the lowest 2 km had an

average negative bias of 20.38ms21, an RMSD of

1.72m s21, and a correlation of 0.91 compared to the

dropsondes D2–D5 (Table 2). The maximum barrier jet

speed was 20–25ms21 near 300mMSL (Fig. 4), which is

weaker by 5–10m s21 than the winter barrier winds ob-

served during GFDex (Petersen et al. 2009) Compared

to the DAWN profiles, GFDex shows smoother barrier

wind fields (Petersen et al. 2009; Renfrew et al. 2009),

but these observations took place over larger spatial

scales (;150–250km) and with dropsondes spaced

;40 km apart, so this study is the first to reveal smaller-

scale (;10 km) features present within a mesoscale

barrier jet. In some cases, the DAWN DWL signal was

able to pass through the clouds and measure winds be-

low [Fig. 4 (L4); Fig. 5 (legs C, D, F)]. Thus, DAWN and

other airborne DWL provide a useful tool on aircraft

campaigns that can provide high horizontal resolution

and near-continuous observations of small-scale wind

features and variability even in the presence of clouds.

In this study we are able to separate the impacts of

increasing horizontal and vertical resolution on

FIG. 11. 1800 UTC 21 May (a) EUMETSAT and NOAA satellite brightness temperature (8C) provided by the Icelandic Met Office.

Upward shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere (Wm22) from simulations (b) W05–40-M, (c) W10–40-M, (d) W25–40-M,

(e) W50–40-M, (f) W05–60-M, (g) W05–40-U, and (h) W05–60-U. Net radiation at the surface (longwave 1 shortwave, with positive

indicating surface energy gain) (i) W05–40-M, (j) W05–60-M, (k) W05–40-U, and (l) W05–60-U. Land points in WRF have been masked

and black lines indicate the extent of the sea ice edge provided by ERA-I for the net radiation figures.
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simulated mesoscale winds and clouds. Compared to the

ASCAT satellite 10-m wind field, simulations at 5 km,

compared to those with higher horizontal grid spacing,

have the lowest RMSD and better barrier jet shape,

placement, and wind speeds (Figs. 6 and 7). Compared

to the dropsondes we found that increasing horizontal

resolution alone did not result in better representation

of the barrier jet or near surface temperature structure

(Figs. 8 and 9; Table 3). Instead, increasing vertical

resolution is necessary to improve the 10-m spatial winds

compared to ASCAT (Table 3; RMSD decreases by

0.11ms21), produce better near-surface (,500m MSL)

temperature and wind speed profiles (Fig. 8), and better

capture barrier jet speed and shape along DAWN flight

legs (Fig. 10). These results are not surprising given that

steep terrain is crucial to force wintertime barrier winds

during synoptic situations similar to that observed on

21 May (Harden and Renfrew 2012), and using both

high vertical and horizontal resolution are necessary to

simulate flow interactions with this type of terrain. Yet

even simulations with 5-km horizontal resolution and

60 vertical levels are not able to capture all the ob-

served small-scale variability. Given its effective reso-

lution of 7Dx (Skamarock 2004), WRF would need a

minimum horizontal resolution of 0.7–1.4 km to cap-

ture the 5–10-km features observed and likely higher

vertical resolution as well. Further analysis exploring

how small-scale features impact cloud structure or

turbulent fluxes is needed to assess the impact on the

surface energy budget.

The 5-km simulations are all able to simulate small,

individual cloud features south of Iceland that are sim-

ilar to those seen in the satellite observations, but using

the UW PBL scheme with high vertical resolution is

necessary for also capturing observed clear skies

(Fig. 11). The individual cloud features appear to be

spatially distinct convective plumes rather than large

stratiform clouds. This indicates the importance of

simulating ‘‘gray zone’’ atmospheric processes like

convection, which is becoming resolved at 5-km hori-

zontal grid spacing and best simulated with high vertical

resolution. Further work should be done to evaluate the

impact of these types of realistic convective processes

both on radiative surface fluxes in summer and turbulent

surface fluxes in winter since both will strongly impact

the surface energy budget and resulting ocean heat

content or sea ice melt.

The two PBL schemes tested—MYNN2.5 and UW—

both simulate realistic barrier jets, but we found that the

UW scheme was slightly better in simulating jet wind

speeds and shapes, as well as temperature inversions

aloft (Figs. 8 and 9) and better at capturing the jet shapes

along the DAWN flight legs (Fig. 10). However, we did

find the localized slowwind speed pockets (Figs. 6 and 7)

to be a potential concern. Early in the simulations (e.g.,

2000UTC 20May, shown in supplemental Fig. S4, which

is before our focus period) these localized regions of

slow wind speed are more distinct for the 5-km hori-

zontal grid spacing and present at both vertical resolu-

tions. Because these pockets become less distinct as the

simulation progresses, they may be related to spin up for

the UW scheme, which may benefit from a spinup time

longer than 12h. Alternately, because at 10-km hori-

zontal resolution the features are less distinct, perhaps

these are small, instantaneous, turbulent features that

could be removed through spatial or temporal averag-

ing. Further work with the UW PBL scheme at high

resolution should be done to understand this behavior

better. Both PBL schemes are nonlocal and predict total

kinetic energy (TKE) within the PBL, but few studies

have evaluated the UW scheme against other PBL

schemes (Cohen et al. 2015). Because the UW scheme

was developed specifically for climate models and ma-

rine regions (Bretherton and Park 2009) and performed

well in our analysis of the barrier wind event we rec-

ommend further investigation of the UW PBL scheme

performance in high-latitude regions, particularly over

sea ice and cold polar oceans. Further comparisons

should include comparison to other PBL schemes as well

as observations of winds and turbulent fluxes, which

were not observed during this campaign.

Barrier jets in the Denmark Strait are a common

wintertime occurrence (Harden et al. 2011), but little is

known about summertime barrier wind events such as

the one evaluated here. Because the synoptic conditions

were similar to those during winter barrier jets it is likely

the forcing mechanisms are similar, so this study can

help inform how to best model the wintertime barrier

jets and resulting heat fluxes that strongly impact the

ocean. Additionally, because barrier flow necessarily

has an upslope (onshore) flow component, these types of

events could be related to summertime Greenland ice

sheet melt because they could provide a source of low-

level moisture and clouds along the southeast coast, the

presence of which have been linked to extreme melting

events (Bennartz et al. 2013; Neff et al. 2014). A deeper

understanding of summer barrier wind events is also

important for maritime safety in the region and it would

be useful to develop a climatology to understand how

common these events are and how the magnitude

compares to analogous winter events.
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